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1. Polar Surfaces

Polarity effects have been studied at various periods in various communities:
* in the 80s-90s: semi-conductor surfaces (eg GaAs(100) or (111))
* in the 90s-2000s: oxide surfaces
* in the 00s-10s: oxide ultra-thin films and oxide-oxide interfaces
Oxides present a rich variety of atomic and electronic structures; their surface
stoichiometry is strongly dependent of the environment (oxygen and water
pressures)
Applications in catalysis, electronics, spintronics,
as catalyst
 ≠oxytronics….or
0,≠0
supports, nano-patterned supports…
Polarity is driven by electrostatic forces (classical physics), but it induces original
surface configurations, both from a structural and electronic points of view, especially
in oxide materials.
Three review papers:
C. Noguera, J. Phys. Condensed Matter 12 (2000) R367
Polar oxide surfaces
J.Goniakowski, F. Finocchi, C. Noguera, Rep. Prog. Phys. 71 (2008) 016501:
Polarity of oxide surfaces and nano-objects
C. Noguera, J. Goniakowski, Chem. Rev. 113 (2013) 4073:
Polarity in oxide nano-objects

1. Polar Surfaces

1.a. Surface Classification
Surface classification

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Polar orientation
starting from vacuum =
charged atomic layers +
non-zero dipole moment
in the repeat unit

P.W. Tasker, J. Phys. C: Solid State Phys. 12 4977 (1979)

≠0,≠0

 
R1


R2


 


V

4NR1

V and P increase with thickness N
P = N  R1
Dipole moment due to compensating charges
 N (R1+R2)

Electrostatic stability requires compensating charges
R1/(R1+R2)
R1=rumpling
At semi-infinite surfaces, N →∞
electrostatic divergence cannot be by-passed by
surface effects (relaxations or
change of bond covalency)

« Polar catastrophe »

1. Polar Surfaces

1.a. Surface Classification
Two equivalent ways to look at polarity:
Tasker’s approach and the concept of charge neutral surface

Type 1

Tasker’s approachType

2

B =R1 ≠ 0 →  = B/(R1+R2)

Start from vacuum:
the bulk repeat unit has a dipole moment B
then a compensating charge  is required

neutrality condition:
TypeCharge
3

B = 0

→ S = 0

≠0,≠0

Start from bulk with a bulk repeat unit
without dipole moment B

Then excess surface composition has to bear no charge

To define surface polarity, one has to consider frozen bulk terminations
(same atomic structure and composition as in the bulk)
A frozen bulk termination is polar if it cannot be obtained by piling dipole-free bulk unit cells
Real polar surfaces are necessarily compensated
Real polar surfaces are necessarily charge neutral

Equivalent statements

1. Polar Surfaces

1.a. Surface Classification
Let us practice
Consider frozen bulk termination

MgO(100) has neutral layers:
It is non-polar

MgO(111) has charged layers:
It is polar whatever the termination

TiO2(111) may be
polar : OOTi/OOTi…or TiOO/TiOO..
or non-polar: OTiO/OTiO…
depending on the termination

Al2O3(0001)

Al
Al
3O
Al
Al

Al2O3(111) may be
polar : O3AlAl/O3AlAl…
or non-polar : AlO3Al/AlO3Al…
depending on the termination

ZnO(0001) has charged layers:
It is polar whatever the termination

1. Polar Surfaces

1.a. Surface Classification
Some more complex surfaces

LaAlO3(100)

SrTiO3(100)

LaO
AlO2

SrO
TiO2

Neutral layers
(if formal charges)
SrO
weakly polar

polar

LaO
LaAlO3(110)

SrTiO3(110)
SrTiO
O2

LaAlO
O2

polar

polar

LaAlO

SrTiO

LaAlO3(111)

SrTiO3(111)
SrO3
Ti
SrO3

polar

LaO3
Al
LaO3

polar
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1. Polar Surfaces 1.b. Similarity with ferroelectricity
Similarity with ferroelectric materials
Lead titanate= ferroelectric
In absence of an external field, polar materials do not display a net
dipole moment because free charges build up on the surface.

PbO 2O2- Ti4+ PbO 2O2- Ti4+

Not periodic !!

Total polarization has contributions from bulk and surface;
<P> = 0 requires a relationship between bulk dipole moment and surface charge

Depolarizing field due
to the polarization
surface charge density:

bulk

surface
=0

bulk

surface

B + S = 
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1. Polar Surfaces

1.c. Compensation mechanisms
Compensation mechanisms
Compensating charge density  has to be provided by:

modification of the atom density

H+ H+ H+
H+

Non-stoichiometry
(reconstructions)

Adsorption of
charged species
(e.g. H+ or OH-)

and/or

modification of charges

M M M M

Charge transfer
to substrate
or adsorbed layer

Change of electronic
structure: metallization
(electronic reconstruction) or
change of valency
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1. Polar Surfaces

1d Selected examples
MgO(111) stoichiometric surface
Plan O

Plan (111)

Plan Mg

Equi-distant layers imply
compensating charges
R1/(R1+R2)=/2
-2
Atome Mg

+2

-2

+2

Atome O

Surface metallization (ab initio result)
but high surface energy=> never observed!

Modification of the electronic structure
(electronic reconstruction)
Spin polarization at Oxygen termination
(narrow band; Stoner criterion)
J. Goniakowski , C. Noguera, Phys. Rev.B 60, 16120 (1999)

1. Polar Surfaces

1.d. Selected examples
Fe3O4(100) stoichiometric surface

Inverse spinel structure:
Along (100) sequence:

Fe 3+ /Fe 3+ Fe 2+ 4O 2-/…..
Termination A: Fe 3+ /Fe 3+ Fe 2+ 4O 2-/…..
Termination B: Fe 3+ Fe 2+ 4O 2-/ Fe 3+ /…..
both are polar
Stoichiometric B termination
is the most stable in a large range of oxygen pressure

STM et XRD
Modification of the electronic structure
and magnetic surface properties

Mechanism at polar surfaces of
transition metal oxides
Fonin et al Phys.Rev. B 72 (2005) 104436

1. Polar Surfaces

1.d. Selected examples
MgO(111) (2x2)
GIXD data
2 reconstruction states
octopolar

Mg-hex

MgO(111) non-stoichiometric surfaces
IMRC 2013, Cancun

Compensation by non-stoichiometry
in the surface layers
(ordered configurations)

Octopolar reconstruction
Nano-pyramids
with {100} facets

Mg-hexagonal reconstruction
1Mg
3O
4Mg
4O

3Mg
4O
4Mg
Stabilized at lower pO2
DOS

Atom desorption to preserve insulating character,
surface charges are close to bulk ones
NB: Compensating charge is
distributed over several layers

More complex configuration
Singly-coordinated
Mg is neutral

A. Pojani, F. Finocchi, J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera,
Surf. Sci. 387 (1997) 354.
F. Finocchi, A. Barbier, J. Jupille, C. Noguera,
Phys. Rev. Letters 92 (2004) 136101

3-fold Mg
EF
1-fold Mg

O

1. Polar Surfaces

1.d. Selected examples
SrTiO3(110) non-stoichiometric surfaces

Stoichiometric SrTiO3(110) (SrTiO/O2/SrTiO/O2….)

Compensation by non-stoichiometry
in the surface layers

Surface metallization: but ionic mechanism
more efficient : many reconstructions
surface/bulk energies per unit formula =
0.67 for the (1×1) MgO(111)
0.14 for the (1×1) SrTiO3(110)

(nx1) reconstructions
via formation of
(100) facets

Cost of metallization increases
with gap width

F Bottin, F Finocchi,
C Noguera , Surface Science
574 (2005) 65–76

A. Pojani, F. Finocchi,
C. Noguera, Surf. Sci. 442 (1999) 179

c(2x6) reconstruction model
(nx1) reconstructions via assemblies of TiO4 entities

2

H. Bando et al., JVST B 13 (1995) 1150

Existence of other reconstructions: 2x5, 3x4, 4x4, 4x7, 6x4
function of preparation conditions

3

4

5

6

(nx1) reconstructions
(top view) assemblies of TiO4 entities
(3x1): stoichiometry Ti5O13 polar compensated (Q= - 6)
Enterkin et al. Nature Materials 9 (2011) 245

1. Polar Surfaces

1.d. Selected examples

Sequence along (0001) : Zn / O / Zn / O…..
R1/(R1 + R2) ~ ¼
~ 
ZnO(0001)-O

Room T: (1x2) H covered surface
T>500°C: (2x2) and (5x5)

ZnO(0001) non-stoichiometric surfaces
ZnO(0001)-Zn

Triangular islands
height = Zn-O double layer
with oxygen edges

Charge compensation without ordering
(magic triangles on ZnO(0001): 28 Ox and 21 zinc)

5x5
wurtzite
zinc-blende

Lauritsen et al. ACS Nano 5 (2011) 5987

11 oxygen and 7 zinc atoms are missing;
The remaining of polarity is healed by H (blue)
O. Dulub, U. Diebold, G. Kresse:
PRL 90 (2003) 016102

1. Polar Surfaces

1.d. Selected examples

Phase diagram as a function of
oxygen and hydrogen chemical potentials

Perfect compensation may be modified when system
is in contact with an externation atom reservoir

O-terminated ZnO(0001)
Zn-terminated ZnO(0001)

Kresse et al. Phys Rev. B68 (2003) 245409
Lauritsen et al. ACS Nano 5 (2011) 5987

When contact with an external reservoir, thermodynamic equilibrium
is defined by the minimization of the surface grand- potential
« Ab initio thermodynamics »

1. Polar Surfaces

1.d. Selected examples
Modification of the surface charge
by adsorption of charged species:
dissociated water

Hydroxylated MgO(111) surface
Dissolution of MgO smokes in neutral water

Stabilization of MgO(111) by dissociative
water adsorption

t=0
(110) facets

OHMg++
O-Mg++
O-H+

OHMg++
O-Mg++
O-H+

OH- OHMg++ Mg++
O-- O-Mg++ Mg++
O-- O-H+ H+

Q = -1
Q = +2
Q = -2
Q = +2
Q = -2
Q = +1

A. Pojani , F. Finocchi , J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera
Surf. Sci. 387 (1997) 354

After 7 days:
octahedral particles
with (111) faces

In nature, periclase MgO displays (111) facets
(due to growth in humid atmosphere)
Hydroxylated MgO(111) surface
is similar to (0001) face of brucite Mg(OH)2

R. Hacquart and J. Jupille,
Chem. Phys. Lett. 439 (2007) 91

1. Polar Surfaces

1.d. Selected examples
Hydroxylated MgO(111) surface

Ab initio simulations of MgO dry
and hydroxylated surfaces
Surface grand potential  as a function of pH2O
From the knowledge of ,
Wulff’s construction allows prediction
of particle shapes
(ijk) / h(ijk) =cst

F. Finocchi and J. Goniakowski, Surf. Sci. 601 (2007) 4144
P. Geysermans, F. Finocchi, J. Goniakowski, R. Hackart, J.
Jupille,Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2009, 11, 2228–2233.

1. Polar Surfaces

1.d. Selected examples
Stabilization by charge transfer from a metal

MgO(111)/metal interface
The metallic interfacial layer provides the compensating charges
at a lower cost than the metallization of the oxide interfacial layer
Internal oxidation of a Cu Mg alloy
produces MgO particles with (111) and (100) facets
depending on oxygen pressure

Ab initio simulation of
Clean MgO(111)

Pd/MgO (111)
interface

D . Imhoff et al., Eur. Phys. J. AP 5 9 (1999).

J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, Phys. Rev. B 60, 16120 (1999); Phys. Rev. B 66, 85417 (2002).
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1. Polar Surfaces

1.e. Other polar surfaces
Mineral polar surfaces

Calcite surfaces
Many mineral surfaces are polar
When performing classical simulations,
ions are removed from the surface
to provide charge compensation
N. H. DeLeeuw, S. C. Parker,
J. Phys. Chem. B 1998, 102, 2914-2922

MgAl2O4
Hydration is efficient to
decrease the surface energy
P. Geysermans, C. Noguera,J. Mat. Chem 19 (2009) 7807

J.H. Harding / Surface Science 422 (1999) 87–94

Clay minerals are layered materials
Basal (001) surface is often polar:
Ex: Kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4

1. Polar Surfaces

1e Other polar surfaces
Semiconductor polar surfaces

GaAs(111)A- (2x2)

GaAs(100) (2x4)

Missing Ga atom
C.B. Duke Chem Rev. 96 (1996) 1237

GaAs(111)B- (2x2)

As trimer on As termination
A. Ohtake et al. Phys. Rev. B64 (2001) 045318

All reconstructions obey
the electrostatic condition
(electron counting rule; all anion dangling bonds are filled
all cation dangling bonds are empty)
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1. Polar Surfaces

1.f. Additional points
Weak polarity

SrTiO3(100)

SrO
TiO2
SrO

Assuming formal charges, layers are neutral
→ non-polar surface
Taking into account covalent effects, layers are charged
→ polar surface

Charges are not observables
but dynamical charges are:
Z*=dp/du measures the dipole induced by displacement of the ion;
Quantity related to IR spectrum

Compare LaAlO3(100) polar and BaTiO3(100)

(a): formal charges
(b): Bader or Mullikenl
charges

L. dynamical charges

J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera,
Surf. Sci Lett. 365 (1996) L657

1. Polar Surfaces

1.f. Additional points

Simple model of charge distribution, using electron transfer per bond
(consistent with Harrisson counting model)

Weak polarity: role of covalent effects

J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera,
Surf. Sci Lett. 365 (1996) L657

In the bulk: Ti surrounded by 6 Ti-O bonds, Sr by 12 Sr-O bonds, O by 2 Ti-O and 4 Sr-O bonds

(100) Layer charge:

At the (100) TiO2 termination: Ti has lost one Ti-O bonds and O has lost 2 Sr-O bonds

(modification of bond covalency does not change surface charge)

At weakly polar surfaces, polarity is driven by covalency
and is healed by bond breaking effects
The surface remains insulating

Weak polarity

1. Polar Surfaces

1.f. Additional points
Surface relaxation cannot heal polarity


 
R1


R2


 


V

4NR1

V and P increase with thickness N

Tasker’s view:
The polar catastrophe is due to the piling of
bulk dipole moments
Surface relaxation cannot modify it
Charge neutrality condition:
It is a condition on the total charge borne by
the « surface » excess layers

P = N  R1
Dipole moment due to compensating charges
 N (R1+R2)

1. Polar Surfaces

1.g. Summary
Summary I:

All polar surfaces have to be compensated.
Electrostatic condition cannot be by-passed (N→∞)
Compensation cannot be obtained by processes other than modification of charge density

Polarity compensation may be achieved:
by modification of the density of surface ions (non-stoichiometry),
by adsorption of charged species
by adsorption of species which get charged without an important energy cost
by modification of the number of electrons in the surface layers (electron reconstruction):
metallization or change of oxidation state

Oxide polar surfaces display a rich variety of surface configurations
Oxide surfaces are particularly sensitive to oxygen and water pressure (oxygen vacancies, hydroxylation)
Polar surfaces have specific structural and/or electronic characteristics
Consequences on adsorption
and reactivity properties
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2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.a. Introduction

The condition for polarity compensation has been established in the limit of infinite size
At the nanoscale: N does not go to infinity
there exists no « bulk »
Can we still talk of polarity?
What is the electrostatic behavior ???
1 ML MgO(111)

Consider 1 Bulk-like MgO(111) monolayer
with R1/(R1+R2) =1/2
huge V and P are produced
already at this small thickness

Rumpling R1 (Å)
J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, L. Giordano,
Phys. Rev. Letters 93, 215702 (2004);
Phys. Rev. Letters 98, 205701 (2007).
J. Phys. Condensed Matter 20 (2008) 264003

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.a. Introduction
Stabilization of structures
different from bulk

ZnO(0001)

MgO(111)

ZnO(0001)

rocksalt

h-BN

J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, L. Giordano,
Phys. Rev. Letters 93, 215702 (2004);*

Transformation from
rocksalt (B1) to h-BN (Bk)

C. Tusche et al. Phys. Rev. Letters
99, 026102, 2007

Transformation from
wurtzite (B4) to h-BN (Bk)

graphene-like h-BN layers along (0001)

B. J. Morgan, Phys. Rev. B80 (2009) 174105

Prediction of the transformation
from wurtzite (B4) to d-BCT

Zeolite-like d-BCT structure

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.a. Introduction

New « surface oxides »
with stoichiometry different from the bulk

1ML MnOx (111)/ Pd(100)

Extreme sensitivity to
preparation conditions

Mn6O7
Mn3O4
Mn4O7

Li, et al. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 2009, 21, 134008

Sub-ML TiOx (111)/ Pt(111)

.

Increase
of p(O2)

MnO2
Coupling between
stoichiometry and lattice mismatch
Moiré pattern of the
w’-TiOx

F. Sedona, et al J. Phys. Chem.B 109 ( 2005) 24411

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.a. Introduction
Formation of nano-patterned substrates

1ML FeO(111)/Pt(111)
Lattice mismatch between the film
and the support leads to Moiré pattern
Various adsorption sites
in the Moiré cell

Zhang et al J. Phys. Chem. 113 (2009) 8302

Riensk et al Phys. Rev. B 71 (2005) 241404

Trilayer FeO2(111)/Pt(111)
and its catalytic activity

Au deposition
on FeO(111)/Pt(111)

Charge transfer leading
to adatom self-organization

Nilius et al Phys. Rev. Lett. 95 (2005) 066101

Sun et al Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 49 (2010) 4418
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2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.b. Finite size effects
Small thickness vs. large thickness
Electronic band structure calculations
(DFT-GGA, VASP): 4ML MgO(111)

LDOS:

O 2s

-20

-15

Ultra-thin films:
V(z) varies linearly through the film
total voltage V α N
J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera,,
Phys. Rev. B 83, 115413 (2011)

O 2p

-5

•

eV

V(z) induces a band shift
across the film
J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, L. Giordano,
Phys. Rev. Letters 98, 205701 (2007).

The gap is the relevant parameter !!

V < G small thickness regime
•

0

V > G large thickness regime:
Strong modification of the electronic
structure
small thickness

large thickness

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films
J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, L. Giordano,
Phys. Rev. Letters 98, 205701 (2007).

MgO(111) unsupported films

2.b. Finite size effects
Finite size effects in the small thickness regime:
uncompensated polarity (precritical regime)
Uncompensated regime N<Nc
stabilized by strong distortions

NaCl Structure
ZnS Structure

h-BN Structure

Compensated regime N>Nc
Width of Ox 2s band remains constant

Critical size Nc
when the gap closes
For N<Nc,  ~ 0

Competition between electrostatic and elastic energies

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films
Kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4
Phyllosilicate (clay mineral)
(001) layer

2.b. Finite size effects
Uncompensated polarity in layered minerals
(precritical regime)

At low thickness, uncompensated regime
At large thickness: surface metallization
but large surface energy

Best polarity compensation:
Adsorption of Cl on Al(OH) termination
Adsorption of Na on siloxane termination

Xiao Liang Hu, A. Michaelides
Surface Science 604 (2010) 111

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.b. Finite size effects
Uncompensated polarity in ultra-thin LaAlO3(001) films
(precritical regime)

SrTiO3 supported LaAlO3(001) films

LaO/AlO2/LaO… stacking: polar orientation

Thick LaAlO3 films display
2D electron gas
at the interface

Metal-insulator
transition at critical
thickness of 4fu

A. Ohtomo & H. Y. Hwang,
Nature 427 (2004) 423

Thiel et al. Science 313 (2006) 1942

N≤4: uncompensated regime
No alternative for perovskite structures

N>4 overlap of LaAlO3 VB and SrTiO3 CB
at the interface: 2D electron gas

SrTiO3
J. Lee and A. A. Demkov, Phys. Rev. B78 (2008)193104

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.b. Finite size effects
Finite size effects in the large thickness regime
(electronic mechanism)

Rigid band approximation

V

Unsupported MgO(111) films


V

C. Noguera, J. Goniakowski, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 20 (2008) 264003
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2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.c. New compensation mechanisms
Structural transformation of the ground state

Nanometric MgO(111) thin film of polar orientation

Bulk phase diagram

NaCl Structure

ZnS Structure

h-BN Structure

h-BN structure

At low thickness, the most stable
structure is not rocksalt
J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, L. Giordano, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004) 215702
Phys. Rev. Lett. 98 (2007) 205701

First principles study of (1x1) unsupported films
(DFT-GGA; PAW; slab; dipole corrections) (VASP code)
Local hexagonal symmetry in surface layers

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.c. New compensation mechanisms
Structural transformation of the ground state

h-BN (0001) graphitic structure

Structure NaCl
Structure ZnS

neutral layers



No dipole moment
NON-POLAR

Confirmed by simulations of deposited MgO/Ag(111)

Structure h-BN

Competition between : cohesion energy in the bulk and surface energy (non-polar surfaces)
At low thickness, relaxation can heal polarity
The electrostatic cost, associated to polarity, although finite, is high
J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, L. Giordano, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004) 215702

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.c. New compensation mechanisms
Structural transformation of the ground state

h-BN structure at low thickness

Predicted MgO (111)
Predicted ZnO (0001)
Predicted NaCl(111)

Goniakowski, Noguera, Giordano, Phys. Rev. Lett 2004, 93, 215702
Claeyssens et al. J. Mater. Chem. 2005, 15, 139.

ZnO(0001)
Now observed in
MgO, ZnO, BeO, CoO
But also
ZnS, GaN, AlN, etc…

MgO(111)

Robust scenario for 1:1 binary compounds

M. Kiguchi et al. Phys. Rev.B 68, 115402 (2003)

Observation of significantly enlarged
lateral lattice parameter

C. Tusche et al. Phys. Rev. Letters
99, 026102 (2007)
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2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.d. Role of the substrate
Role of the substrate for the stabilization of the metallic state

MgO(111) film on Pt(111)
4ML
J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera,,
Phys. Rev. B 66 (2002) 085417
Phys. Rev. B81 (2010) 205404

Metal substrate
takes electrons

Metal substrate
gives electrons
Metal substrate provides  at the
interface at lower cost
than oxide metallization

Helps the stabilization of the
metallic state at the surface
(metal/MgO)

Formation energy of MgO(111) film

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.d. Role of the substrate: induced polarity
Thin films supported on a metal substrate: induced polarity

1ML MgO(111)/Me
E

E

E

e-

e-

Me oxide

_

film

_

J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, Phys Rev B 79 (2009) 155433

+

Existence of a charge transfer
between oxide and metal.
Its sign depends on metal
electronegativity and zero charge
point of the oxide

Same scenario for a rocksalt(111) oxide in h-BN structure
and for rocksalt (100).
Induced polarity is not specific to polar thin films

A flat film becomes rumpled (small thickness)
due to electron transfer from the substrate:
Induced polarity
Ex: 1ML FeO(111)/Pt(111):
Unsupported FeO(111) ML is flat
Supported monolayer has 0.68Å rumpling
(~1/2 bulk R1)
Y.J. Kim et al, Phys Rev B 55 (1997) R13448

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.d. Role of the substrate: induced polarity
Thin films supported on a metal substrate:
adatom charging

FeO(111)/Pt(111): self-organization of metallic atoms
Au and Pd adsorption at 10K

0.75 Au atoms /Moiré

Radial pair distribution

L. Giordano, G. Pacchioni, J. Goniakowski, N. Nilius,
STM topographic image 250 mV, 50x50 nm2
E. D. L. Rienks, H.-J. Freund, Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 026102 (2008)

Monomeric adsorption,
mainly in hcp regions of the Moiré cell,
formation of an hexagonal lattice of Au

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.d. Role of the substrate: induced polarity
Thin films supported on a metal substrate:
adatom charging

_

+

e-

+

0

charge Q Ads

0.1
0.0

_

Ag
Pd

Pt

Ir

−0.1

Δ<rumpling> (A)

J. Goniakowski et al, Phys Rev B 80 (2009) 125403

Pt
Ag
Pd
Ag

Ir

Me/FeO(111)/Pt(111)
Me/MgO(111)/Pt(111)

Flipped geometry found for
Au adsorption on TiO(111)/Pt(111)
with QAu<0

Pd

−0.2

Pt

Ir

Pt

−0.4
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Ir

−0.2

0.0

Charging depends on the
ionization potential of the adatom
Charge transfer for Au larger than for Pd:
Stronger repulsion; self-organization

Ag

Pd

0.2

Same mechanism as for
film polarization:
Adatom charging and
local film distortion
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G. Barcaro et al, Phys. Chem. Chem.
Phys. 10 (2008) 1876

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.f. Summary
Summary

Polar thin films may adopt three types of configurations



Insulating (non-polar) configuration
with new structural
ground state stabilized by
surface effects
Metallic substrate
induces polarity
(low thickness)

Insulating configuration:
uncompensated polarity
with properties which
strongly depend
on thickness

Metallic configuration:
compensated polarity
with properties which
converge towards asymptotic
values in a 1/N manner
Metallic substrate helps
stabilizing the interface

2. Polarity in ultra-thin films

2.f. Summary
Summary: comparison with semi-infinite surfaces

At semi-infinite polar surfaces
All polar surfaces have to be compensated.
Electrostatic condition cannot be by-passed (N→∞)
Compensation cannot be obtained by processes other than modification of charge density



In ultra-thin films
Polar ultra-thin films may be uncompensated.
Electrostatic condition can be by-passed (N does not go to ∞) but only in precritical regime
with possibly strong atomic relaxation
Compensation may be obtained by processes other than modification of charge density
eg change of structure of the whole film
Substrate helps stabilizing polar films by providing compensating charges at the interface
Substrate may induce polarity in non-polar films

Polarity compensation mechanisms at oxide surfaces,
interfaces, thin films and nano-objects

1. Polar surfaces
2. Polar ultra-thin films
3. Polar nano-objects
a) Introduction
b) Electrostatics
c) Size effects in polar nanoribbons
d) Additional points

3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.a. Introduction
Oxide nano-object structural versatility

ZnO

Z.L. Wang, Materials Today, 7, 26 (2004)

ZnO

MgO

K. Govender et al. J. Mater. Chem. 14 (2004) 2575

Many different shapes, depending on synthesis conditions
Surface polarity is suggested to be
responsible for structural variability

Y. Hao et al. Nanotechnology. 17 (2006) 5006

Wang, Z. L. J. Phys. Condens. Matter 2004, 16, R829.

High energy surfaces possess specific structural features and
electronic or charged states that are responsible for enhanced
physical or chemical properties,
rendering them very promising for many different applications

3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.a. Introduction

MoS2
Edge states
in polar nano-islands

Benedetti et al. J. Phys. Chem. C 2011, 115, 23043

M. V. Bollinger et al. Phys. Rev. Lett.
2001, 87, 196803

MgO(111)/Au(111)

Tuning edge orientation
via synthesis conditions

Increasing water pressure
Y. Pan et al. J. Chem Phys C 116 (2012) 11126

3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.a. Introduction
Understanding polarity in new polar objects of low dimension
The Graal of the 1D electron gas

•
•
•
•

Interest in 2D electron gas:
GaAs/GaAlAs interface
Free surface of (non-stoichiometric) SrTiO3(100)
Hydrogenated surface of SrTiO3(100)
Polar interfaces LaAlO3(100)/SrTiO3(100)

Interest in 1D electron gases:
metallic nanowires or conducting edges of
nanostructures (graphene, topological
insulators)

Simulations of MgO, ZnO, BeO, ZnS, AlN, GaN, BN, MoS2 zig-zag nanoribbons:
all of them find metallic spin polarized edge states

armchair edges
are non-polar

zig-zag edges
are polar

Ribbons from an (111) h-BN monolayer

Botello-Mendez, et al. Chem. Phys. Lett. 2007, 448, 258
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3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.b. Electrostatics
Polarity in finite size clusters

3D behaviour

Rock-salt lattice a= 4 Å,
point charge model q = ± 2
Electrostatic potential on anions.

|V|
|V’|

Electrostatic potential function of z (thickness) and x,y
(lateral position on the facet)
L > H: thin film behavior is recovered
At constant L < H (large thickness)
|V|

|V|
|V’|

H

•

• 2 electrostatic characteristics:
a) (linearly) divergent behaviour of |V| as function of smallest size (L, H)
b) Inhomogeneous potential on the facets

3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.b. Electrostatics
Polarity in stripes and islands

2D behaviour
2D island of thickness H
and lateral size L

When L>H
(stripe)

W(z) ~ ln z → |V| ~ ln H

When L<H

• Electrostatic characteristics:
a) (logarithmic) divergent behaviour of |V| as function of smallest size (L, H)
b) When L<H, divergence with size L of the polar edge (rather than island thickness H)
c) Inhomogeneous potential on the edges
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3.c. Size effects in large width ribbons
Size effects for electronic-type compensation in polar nano-ribbons
Uncompensated regime:

R = R1/(R1+R2)


Electronic compensation:

Rigid band approximation

Same compensating criterion than in 3D
(N→∞)
R1/(R1+R2)

J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, Phys. Rev. B 83, 115413 (2011)
J. Goniakowski, L. Giordano, C. Noguera, Phys. Rev. B 87, (2013) 035403
F. Güller, A. M. Llois, J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, Phys. Rev. B87 (2013) 205423

3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.c. Size effects in large width ribbons
Size effects for electronic-type compensation in polar nano-ribbons



Unsupported MgO(111)
zig-zag nano-ribbons
V

P

Semi-empirical HF
10 < N < 2000
asymptotic behavior

 and V
vary in 1/ ln N
P varies as N/ ln N

•
•
•

Specificities of polarity in nano-ribbons:
dimensionality effects : size scaling is no longer linear
Dipole moment and V no longer proportionnal
Total dipole diverges as a function of N
in the electronic polarity compensation mechanism

F. Güller, A. M. Llois, J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, Phys. Rev. B87 (2013) 205423
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3.d. Additional points
Dimensionality effects
and relevance of the total dipole moment
to characterize polarity

Dimensionality effects
1) electrostatic potential outside a dipole free repeat unit
vanishes in films; long range tails 1/z2 in ribbons
2) V grows as N in films, and as ln N in ribbons (uncompensated)
or as Cst + 1/N in films and as Cst +1/ln N in ribbons (electronically compensated)
Relationship between V and total dipole moment P in uncompensated objects
V proportional to P in films
not true in ribbons ( P proportional to N; V proportional to ln N)
not true in chains ( P proportional to N; V does not depend on N)

3. Polarity in Nano-objects
Polarity in stoichiometric
and neutral objects
Ptot=0

3.d. Additional points

H ~ L, as to maintain
the overall neutrality

Dimensionality effects
and relevance of the total dipole moment
to characterize polarity

Symmetric clusters

|V| ~ L ~ H

Symmetric islands

|V| ~ ln L/b ~ ln H/b

Polarity exists regardless the symmetry:
divergent |V| despite vanishing total dipole
The value of the total dipole moment is insufficient
to characterize the electrostatic behavior of polar objects.
V is the important quantity because its divergent or non-divergent
character has direct implications on the electronic structure and
the energetics

Same in symmetric films
but stoichiometry problem in addition

3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.d. Additional points
Under-coordination effects are much
stronger in ribbons than in films

1) Metallic edge states are often spin polarized
(narrow bands-Stoner criterion)

2) Surface states may lead to metallicity even once
polarity is healed (reconstructed edges)
Reconstructed unsupported MoS2(0001)
zig-zag nano-ribbons

Unreconstructed unsupported MoS2(0001)
zig-zag nano-ribbons

Metallic character as at unreconstructed edges

But different
charge distribution

F. Güller, A. M. Llois, J. Goniakowski, C. Noguera, Phys. Rev. B87 (2013) 205423
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3.d. Additional points
Role of the substrate
MgO(111)/Au(111) ribbons

Metal substrate provides
Compensating charges in the metal
under BOTH edges

Goniakowski, Giordano, Noguera,
Phys. Rev. B87, 035405 (2013)

Strong stabilizing effect
unsupported

supported

Armchair
Zig-zag

Zig-zag
Armchair

Polar ribbons may become more stable than non-polar ones
or than reconstructed ones

3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.d. Additional points
Thickness effects

ZnO(0001) zig zag nano-ribbons
The dipole in the plane of the ribbons
vanishes when thickness is even
2- and 4 layer thick ribbons are insulating
(non-polar)

Botello-Mendez, et al. NanoLetters. 8 (2008), 1562

2ML

3ML

4ML

5ML

3. Polarity in Nano-objects

3.f. Summary
Summary 3

Polarity in nano-ribbons and nano-islands presents
some features common with films and surfaces
=R1/(R1+R2)
Edge metallization and spin polarization for the electronic mechanism (1D electron gas)
Efficiency of ionic mechanisms (reconstruction and hydroxylation)

and some new features
Non-linear scaling of polar characteristics (due to dimensionality)
Arguments relying on dipole moment are subject to caution (and may be incorrect)
 may be smaller than in films for a given compound; polar object thus more easily stabilized
Screening by metal substrate extremely efficient (2 edges screened, versus 1 in films)
Role of under-coordination at edges stronger than in films (due to dimensionality)

Strong dependence of shape and relative stability
on the environment highlights possibility of using edge polarity
to tune the orientation and structure of these 2D nano-oxides

